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“Opiate oceans poured there, litten by suns that the eye may
never behold and having in their whirlpools strange dolphins
and sea-nymphs of unrememberable deeps.”

Taken from ‘Azathoth’ by H.P. Lovecraft, first published
in ‘Leaves’, 1938.
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS MONTHLY MAGAZINE
Denizens of the Orb, welcome to the fourth issue of Shadows
of Centralis Monthly Magazine. Key components to games of
Shadows of Centralis, in this issue we take a look at Weather
Conditions and Time Pockets. Meanwhile, this month’s Army
Focus features the bestial and brutal, N’kish-worshipping
Fiends.
Following on from part 1 of our interview, which appeared in
last month’s issue, we talk more with miniatures sculptor
Bob Naismith in Overrunners and More: A Talk with Bob
Naismith (Part 2). We also have part 1 of a special feature on
rulesmith extraordinaire Rick Priestley, which sees the
wargaming veteran describe some of his early science fiction
and fantasy influences.
Including a highly detailed lamassu terrain piece, along with
several impressive fantasy miniatures, we take a look at the
new releases from The Little Soldier Company.
Appearing in more than one hundred films and television
shows, including The Curse of Frankenstein, Dracula, Dr. Who
and the Daleks, and Star Wars, actor Peter Cushing is the
focus of this month’s Horror Fiends. As well as detailing his
extensive career, readers will also find details of Cushing’s
model collecting and wargaming hobby.
Gripping Beast, one of Shadows of Centralis Monthly
Magazine’s favourite model manufacturers, produce many
fantastic miniatures which can be used in games of Shadows
of Centralis; Gripping Beast: Horses takes a look at some of
their model horses.
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Rounding out the magazine are details of the Shadows of
Centralis website, which is regularly updated with extra
gaming resources, as well as a list of selected stockists of the
Shadows of Centralis book.
Remember, as well as being available for purchase as A5
paperback magazines, all issues of Shadows of Centralis
Monthly Magazine are available as free PDF downloads from
the Shadows of Centralis website.
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EXCLUSIVE SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS MINIATURE

Available directly from Lucid Eye Publications, R’lyeh, Acolyte
of Rooth is the official Shadows of Centralis miniature, and
can be purchased as part of a special bundle, which includes
a copy of the Shadows of Centralis book. For those who
already have the book, the miniature can also be purchased
separately.
Full details of how to field this model in your games of
Shadows of Centralis can be found in issue #1 of Shadows of
Centralis Monthly Magazine (Monthly Magazine: Issue #1
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(April 2022) – Shadows of Centralis), available via Amazon or
as a free PDF download from the Shadows of Centralis
website.

Shadows of Centralis: ‘R’lyeh, Acolyte of Rooth’, the official Shadows of
Centralis miniature, sculpted by Steve Saleh and available exclusively from
Lucid Eye Publications.
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: WEATHER CONDITIONS

Shadows of Centralis is a dynamic tabletop wargame which
comprises several unique gaming features, including,
amongst other things, Weather Conditions. A fundamental
cornerstone of games of Shadows of Centralis, Weather
Conditions are determined after players have set up terrain,
and before Prayers and deployment.
A savvy player will, where possible, factor in Weather
Conditions and associated effects when constructing his army
list. Other players may prefer to chance their luck, building
their army focussed solely on the force’s strengths, and
hoping the roll on the Weather Conditions Table does not go
against them.
Weather Conditions Table
D6
Result
1
2
3
4
5
6

Effect
Magic Muting Clouds: -1 modifier to all D10 Magic rolls.
Dust Storm: -1 modifier to all D10 Shooting rolls.
Snow: Charging and Running at Standard Movement (M) only,
1 D10 only for Fleeing and Pursuing.
Day is Night: Maximum distance each unit can see is 20”.
Biting Cold: -1 modifier to all D10 Hand-to-Hand Combat rolls.
Taunting Winds: -1 modifier to all D10 Confidence Test rolls.

Listed within respective Army Lists (all of which are included
within the Shadows of Centralis book), some armies have
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special rules which allow them to ignore certain Weather
Conditions, while other forces suffer excessively.
Dwarfs: Typically one of the slowest of all armies within
Shadows of Centralis, an army of Dwarfs can turn the tables
on the enemy if the roll on the Weather Conditions Table is
kind to them. As part of the Dwarfs army special rule, Dwarfs
do not suffer adverse modifiers to Movement should a roll
on the Weather Conditions Table result in Snow. Meanwhile,
their hardy nature sees a Dwarfs army avoid suffering
modifiers to Hand-to-Hand Combat rolls if Biting Cold in
rolled on the Weather Conditions Table.
If Snow or Biting Cold is rolled on the Weather Conditions
Table, the Dwarfs army ignores all respective modifiers.
Followers of the Eye: Reflecting their need for warmer
climates, the coldblooded Followers of the Eye suffer greatly
if a roll on the Weather Conditions Table results in Snow or
Biting Cold.
If Snow is rolled on the Weather Conditions Table, effecting
all Followers of the Eye units, all Running and Charging is
made at respective Standard Movement (M) rates only with a
-1 modifier, all Fleeing and Pursuing uses only 1 D6.
If Biting Cold is rolled on the Weather Conditions Table,
effecting all Followers of the Eye units, a -2 modifier is
applied to all D10 Hand-to-Hand Combat rolls.
Yalif: The Yalif people are some of the hardiest and most
adaptable of all of the Orb’s inhabitants, and the army’s
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special rule allows them to ignore half of the results rolled on
the Weather Conditions Table.
If Dust Storm, Snow or Biting Cold is rolled on the Weather
Conditions Table, the Yalif army ignores all respective
modifiers.
Full rules for Weather Conditions can be found in the
Shadows of Centralis book. Available as free to download
PDF’s from the ‘Resources’ page of the Shadows of Centralis
website, Shadows of Centralis Weather Condition Cards
(Weather Conditions originally printed in the Shadows of
Centralis book) which can be printed out, fixed to card, and
used in games.
www.shadowsofcentralis.com/resources

Shadows of Centralis, out now!
Amazon: www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL
Gripping Beast Ltd: www.grippingbeast.co.uk
Diehard Miniatures: www. diehardminiatures.com
Lucid Eye Publications: www.lucideyepublications.com
The Little Soldier Company: www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk
Caliver Books: www.caliverbooks.com
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: TIME POCKETS
In addition to Weather Conditions, Prayers, and reactions of
the gods during the Magic phase, another of the unique
aspects of games of Shadows of Centralis is the use of Time
Pockets.
Placed with other pieces of terrain at the beginning of a
game, as Time Pockets allow units to instantaneous relocate
from one battlefield position to another, they are always
placed in pairs. Just like other terrain features, the number of
Time Pockets included in a game of Shadows of Centralis is
decided between players, and in adhere to respective
scenario rules. Unlike other pieces of terrain, Time Pockets
do not provide any cover. Should any sort of restrictions
apply to Time Pockets, respective scenarios will detail this.
Time Pockets can impact greatly on players’ tactics when
deploying and Moving their troops; whilst looking to
capitalise on potential Movement benefits for their own
army, players also need to consider how their opponents can
utilise these esoteric portals. There is also a danger of a
player becoming too reliant on Time Pockets or over
focussing on defending such aspects of the battlefield.
Though they offer many Movement advantages, Time
Pockets are arcane and dangerous pathways of time,
traversing such supernatural portals is fraught with risk; each
time a unit uses a Time Pocket it runs the risk of suffering
casualties. Meanwhile, surreptitiously, these strange
gateways are amassing a consciousness of their own as they
greedily feed on travelling souls.
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Such are the innumerable appearances of Time Pockets,
players have many options to consider when creating terrain
pieces to represent them. Some players may prefer to use
‘out of the box’ doorway pieces, such as Mantic’s Dungeon
Saga models, as Time Pockets, other players may prefer to
make entirely unique creations to reflect supernatural
portals haunted with trapped souls.
Strangest still, some time pockets emit a whaling of voices speaking
an incomprehensible tongue, and sometimes a ripple of agonised
faces will appear. Such are the possibilities these gateways offer,
though extremely dangerous, these portals of time are much
coveted by the Orb’s inhabitants. To all on the Orb, time travel
offers countless opportunities. Surreptitiously, these supernatural
openings are slowly growing a collective soul of consciousness;
these pockets of time feed on the souls of all those who traverse
their paths.

‘Doorways’ by Mantic, part of the company’s Dungeon Saga range.
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Converted Time Pocket. Constructed using modelling putty, this piece
shows the unfortunate trapped souls held within a Time Pocket.
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‘Doorway’ by Mantic, part of the company’s Dungeon Saga range.

Full details and rules for Time Pockets can be found in the
Shadows of Centralis book, which is available for purchase via
Amazon, Gripping Beast Ltd, Diehard Miniatures, Lucid Eye
Publications, The Little Soldier Company, and Caliver Books.
Shadows of Centralis, out now!
Amazon: www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL
Gripping Beast Ltd: www.grippingbeast.co.uk
Diehard Miniatures: www.diehardminiatures.com
Lucid Eye Publications: www.lucideyepublications.com
The Little Soldier Company: www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk
Caliver Books: www.caliverbooks.com
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GRIPPING BEAST: HORSES
Available as part of several plastic sets, as well as single metal
pieces, Gripping Beast produce many different 28mm model
horses; their ranges have expanded even further of late due
to the company’s recent purchase of Front Rank Figurines. As
many armies within Shadows of Centralis use horses, a visit
to Gripping Beast’s website to check out their equine
miniatures is highly recommended.

‘HV4A Heavy Cavalry Horse - Galloping, Legs Gathered In, Head Forward (1
horse)’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd.
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‘HV9 Heavy Cavalry Horse - Falling Wounded Horse (1 horse)’. Copyright:
Gripping Beast Ltd.

‘EH1A Heavy Draft Horse, Head Forward (1 horse)’. Copyright: Gripping
Beast Ltd.
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‘SGH01d Goth Warlord on Cataphract horse (1)’. Copyright: Gripping Beast
Ltd.

‘EQ92 British 4 Horse Limber Team (2 Saddled & 2 Unsaddled Horses & 8
Traces)’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd.
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WARGAMING WIZARDRY: TALKING WITH RICK
PRIESTLEY
If anyone deserves the title of Legend when it comes to
wargame design and development, then it has to be Rick
Priestley. His highly impressive and extensive CV dates back
to the late-1970’s and pre-Warhammer Fantasy Battles days
with his rules for Reaper, a game written with Richard
Halliwell (first published by the Nottingham Toy Soldier Shop
in 1978). During a three-decade career with Games
Workshop, in addition to Warhammer, Rick also worked on
Warhammer 40,000, Necromunda, The Lord Of The Rings
Strategy Battle Game, Warmaster, Warhammer Ancient
Battles and Warmaster Ancients, among other game systems
and publications. Since moving on from Games Workshop in
the late-2000’s, Rick has worked on a slew of other games,
including Black Powder, Hail Caesar, Bolt Action, Beyond the
Gates of Antares and Warlords of Erehwon, all for Warlord
Games. In addition, he also wrote the rules for Lucid Eye
Publication’s The Red Book Of The Elf King.
A valued supporter of Shadows of Centralis, we were
delighted when Rick provided the foreword for the Shadows
of Centralis book, which was released in April of this year.
Having first included Rick Priestley in a multipart blog piece in
2020 (The Wargaming Wizard! A Talk With Rick Priestley. –
Shadows of Centralis), this is part 1 of an updated feature on
the person we feel is the all-time greatest rulesmith of all,
the legendary Rick Priestley.
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We begin this special feature by covering something not
touched upon during the 2020 blog piece, which is the pet
monkey called Mickey that Rick had when he was a young
child growing up in Lincoln. We asked Rick if such pets were
commonly found in his homeplace at the time.
Rick Priestley: Oh, you’d be surprised. My father kept all
sorts. We had a bush baby at one time. Before I was born
my dad had gone in for chinchillas - for fur - which I don’t
think worked out very well. But mostly it was birds: parrots,
parakeets, quail, and many different kinds of finches. Dad
specialised in Australian grass parakeets and finches:
Bourkes, Splendids, Gouldian Finches, Heck’s Grass Finches,
that sort of thing. He was one of the first to import
Gouldian’s into the country and breed them (Australia
banned all animal exports in 1959 I believe, so all the birds
in modern aviculture are descended from examples
imported prior to that).
I’m not sure where Mickey the Squirrel Monkey came from
- I was very young and barely remember - but he used to
live in a cage in the living room and would come out and
play with us. He liked ice cream, and when the ice cream
van came round and he heard the chimes he’d screech and
screech until we went out and bought him one. Squirrel
Monkeys are pretty small - and I think they are one of only
two kinds of monkey it’s still legal to own. These days it’s
generally acknowledged that primates don’t make good
pets because they’re social and quite demanding animals.
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During his time at primary school, Rick came across his first
science fiction book, Adrift in the Stratosphere by Professor
A.M. Low. An eccentric character, Professor A.M. Low had
many critics during his lifetime, especially amongst his peers,
he was, though, prolific in his creative and academic output.
Written in 1937, and discovered around three decades later
by Rick, though it could be argued that Adrift in the
Stratosphere is ‘of its time’, the book still made a profound
impact on Rick.
Rick Priestley: I don’t know to be honest - it’s just the first
sci-fi book I can honestly remember reading and as for what
it’s about - I think the title says it all! It was written in the
30’s although I must have encountered it in the mid-60’s.
That was the time when space exploration accelerated very
quickly and was in the news a lot. There was sci-fi on TV and
in comics, and even radio serials devoted to sci-fi stories
too, so I guess it just seemed very exciting at the time.
Archibald Low (the title of ‘professor’ was one he awarded
himself!) was something of a technical pioneer and inventor
in the early twentieth century and an interesting character
in his own right. There’s a good Wikipedia write up for him
if anyone cares to find out more about this great British
eccentric.
Born in Purley, London in 1888, ‘professor’ Archibald Montgomery
Low was a prolific, though rather eccentric, inventor. Though his
flamboyant personality often caused rancour amongst his peers,
‘professor’ low was a pioneer of radio-centred guidance systems
and a dynamic forerunner of the invention of television.
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While Rick was drawn to television shows such as Star Trek
and Space: 1999, it was fantasy and science fiction literature
that gained his greatest attention. Regularly swapping titles
with his friends, Rick worked his way through books by the
likes of H.P. Lovecraft, Robert E Howard, and Michael
Moorcock. With their Lord of the Rings and Dune stories,
respectively, two of the most influential writers for Rick was
JRR Tolkien and Frank Herbert.
Rick Priestley: Well, those are both very well-known books
and I guess most people will have read both The Lord of the
Rings and the first of the Dune series. If not… well, there’s
something for the bucket list! I mean, if I had to finger one
thing about both those books that’s massively influential,
then I’d say it’s the quality of world building. In the case of
The Lord of the Rings there’s a vast underlying mythology
and history. Even though we didn’t have the ‘History of
LOTR’ series by Christopher Tolkien at the time, it was
obvious that the story sprang from a meticulously
envisaged world with a deep and complicated past.
In the case of Dune, the world building is enhanced by
historical references that begin each section, which work to
suggest a lot more than they tell, and it’s a very interesting
way of roughing out a background in very flexible terms.
The various quotes gives different perspectives, rather than
speaking with a single voice, so there’s a lot of light and
shade in just a few words - a sense of change over a vast
time period. There’s also that sense in which the Dune
universe is simultaneously technically advanced yet socially
primitive, with institutions that ape medieval societies, and
I think that was not usual in sci-fi at the time.
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Originally serialised in the science fiction magazine Analog, Dune is
a 1965 novel by Frank Herbert. Such was the epic nature of
Herbert’s vision, he wrote five sequels for Dune. Then, following
the author’s death in 1986, written with Kevin J Anderson,
Herbert’s son, Brian Herbert, penned a trove of ‘Dune series’
works.
Frank Herbert’s Dune books:
Dune (1965)
Dune Messiah (1969)
Children of Dune (1976)
God Emperor of Dune (1981)
Heretics of Dune (1984)
Chapter House: Dune (1985)

It was Airfix models and Britain’s toy soldiers that first caught
Rick’s attention as a youngster and, in time, saw him develop
his interest in wargaming. Coupling his interest in literature
with his love of models and toy soldiers, his enthusiasm for
wargaming was fully crystalised upon the purchase of Charles
Grant’s Battle! Practical Wargaming. Considered one of the
early advocates of wargaming, Grant included within his
book Battle! Practical Wargaming an easy to read but
detailed guide to playing games which included
considerations for Movement, Infantry, Artillery, and Morale.
Following his purchase of this title from a local bookstore,
courtesy of a book token secured as part of a school prize,
Rick soon came across the works of wargaming architect
Donald Featherstone. A prolific writer of wargaming rules
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and articles, Featherstone was an enthusiastic spokesman of
the wargaming hobby who produced a magazine entitled
Wargamer’s Newsletter for many years.
To be continued…

In part 2 of Wargaming Wizardry: Talking with Rick Priestley
we will be taking a closer look at his early experiences with
wargaming rulesets.
Meanwhile, to read the 2020 in-depth interview with Rick
Priestley, visit www.shadowsofcentralis.com and head to the
‘Interviews’ page.
Rick Priestley
Notitia Metallicum: www.notitiametallicum.blogspot.com
This Gaming Life: www.thisgaminglife.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/rick.priestley
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS ARMY FOCUS: FIENDS
With their fetid, lice-infested hides caked in filth and crusted
blood, each bearing aspects of a menagerie of corrupted
beasts, Fiends are an unhallowed fusion of human and
animal. Brutal and savage in temperament and nature, these
dark creatures vary greatly in countenance; some have a
bovine appearance, others resemble rodents or goats, some
are fishlike, others are feathered. These grotesque parodies
of man are the vile servants of the Jackal God N’kish.
“So intolerably hideous was the foul stench of this vile beast that it
was necessary to load my dissection mask with twice the normal
amount of crushed lavender, juniper berries, and laudanum-soaked
sponge… Upon closer examination of the beast’s internal organs,
reasons for its unnatural stamina became clearer. In addition to its
oversized biceps, quads, and pectoral muscles, this avian-featured
monster boasts two sets of abnormally large lungs, along with what
appears to be a second heart…” Taken from the book ‘The Form of
Evil: Dissection Notes’ by Konstrato surgeon, Pieter Klofftein.

Wearing heavy armour, carrying a shield, and armed for close
combat, a Fiends warlord is the army’s General unit, and he
can be on foot, on horseback, or mounted upon a ferocious
jabberwock. Holding the Inspiring and Bestial Roar special
rules ‘as standard’, when taken with a jabberwock the
General unit also carries the Fly, Terrifying, Extra-Large
Target, Stench and Stubborn Beast special rules.
When it comes to Champions units (of which a Fiends player
can field up to two), choices include a Fiendish Horror on foot
or on horse, as well as an Order of the Fiend Possessed
Cultist. Whilst an Order of the Fiend Possessed Cultist has the
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Psychotic special rule, a Fiendish Horror (on foot or mounted)
can be given the Battle Standard special rule for an additional
+5 Victory Points (VP).
Choices of Magic Users units for a Fiends player include
Priests of Darkness, evil wizards who can be taken alone on
foot, on foot with a sacrificial cultist, or mounted on a horse.
Fiends magic spells enable a Priest of Darkness to improve
friendly units, and degrade the fighting ability of enemies. If a
Priest of Darkness is fielded with a sacrificial cultist, as well as
having the Inspiring special rule, the unit benefits from the
Follow the Leader, Look Out and Sacrificial Gift special rules.
A player fielding an army of Fiends has access to some solid
foot soldiers in the form of Fiendish Warriors, brutish troops
armed with swords and axes. Carrying heavy shields and
wearing ill-kempt but still protective light armour, Fiendish
Warriors have a Durability (D) value of 7+. Typically forming
the backbone of an army of Fiends, Fiendish Warriors are
available in units of 5, 10, and 15.
Revelling in bloody carnage, armed with great swords and
great axes, while wearing heavy armour, and possessing the
Psychotic special rule, Fiendish Berserkers are the elite units
of Fiends. Making up the other Foot Troops unit options for
the Fiends are Order of the Fiend Cultists and groups of
master-led Slaves.
Players of Fiends have access to a single type of Mounted
Troops units, Fiendish Warriors on Horses. Much like nonmounted Fiendish Warriors, Fiendish Warriors on Horses are
close combat fighters armed with swords and axes. In
addition to carrying shields and wearing light armour, the
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steeds of these fighters promotes the unit’s Durability (D)
value to 6+.
As an army of Fiends can include up to three Monsters units,
of which there are four different types, Harpies, Minotaurs,
Megatherium, and Daeodon, it is with its choices of
monstrous creatures where an army of Fiends truly excels.
Available in units of 5, at a cost of 40 Victory Points (VP) per
unit, complete with their Fly special rule, Harpies are ideally
suited to the task of picking off the crews of war machines or
frustrating the movement of more proficient enemy fighters.
Coming in units of 3, benefitting from the Fear and Immune
to Fear special rules, whilst suffering with the Large Target
special rule, Minotaurs offer violent savagery as they bear
great swords and great axes.
Brutal ‘hard hitters’, Megatherium and Daeodon are some of
the wildest and most ill-tempered creatures of the Orb. The
Megatherium has 4 Attacks (A) in Hand-to-Hand Combat and
possesses the Fear, Immune to Fear and Large Target special
rules. Meanwhile, the Daeodon has 2 Attacks (A) in Hand-toHand Combat and holds the Large Target and Bone Crushing
special rules.
When it comes to Machines of War units, Fiends armies
include horse-drawn chariots carrying a crew of two Fiendish
Warriors. Mounted on the chariot, wearing light armour, and
carrying a shield, each member of crew is armed with bow
and an axe, hammer, or sword. A Fiendish Horse Chariot has
the Large Target and Crash special rules.
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Warmonger Miniatures offer a superb selection of models
which lend themselves very well to inclusion within armies of
Fiends. Particular miniatures of note include Brute Slayers,
which are perfect for using as Fiendish Berserkers. The
company also provide some wonderful Minotaur figures.
Meanwhile, with their Ratkin range of models, Mantic
provide a slew of figures which offer a rodent aesthetic to
units of Fiends.

‘Ratkin War Chief’. Copyright: Mantic Entertainment Ltd.
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Like many armies within Shadows of Centralis, Fiends offer
players countless conversion opportunities as they assemble
their different units. With their extensive range of Bob
Naismith-designed plastic kits, including some dynamically
posed horses, Gripping Beast have a wide selection of model
sets which are ideal for using as the basis of conversions.
With the help of a small saw, some putty, and creative
imagination, the heads and body parts of Gripping Beast’s
various metal livestock models, such as pigs, sheep, and
cattle, are perfect for using on models of Fiends. Meanwhile,
reflecting their barbaric nature and inherent bloodlust,
adorned with grisly trophies of war, with a change or
converting of crew, Gripping Beast’s Pict Warlord in Chariot
model is perfect using as a Fiendish Horse Chariot.

‘Goth Noble Cavalry’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd.
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‘Pict Warlord in Chariot’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd.

‘Sheep (Manx Loaghtan) (6)’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd.
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‘Highland Cattle’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd.
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‘Piggies’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd.
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Sculpted by Steve Saleh and produced in white metal, Lucid
Eye’s new releases include Brash Warriors, bestial humanoids
who are ideally suited for use as Fiendish Warriors.

‘Brash Warriors’. Copyright: Lucid Eye Publications.

Kindly sparing us a little of their time, Lucid Eye’s Joe and
Steve Saleh spoke about the company’s latest creations as
they discussed the inspiration for the sculpts, what it’s like to
see their models used in wargames such as Shadows of
Centralis, and what is next in store for their Brash Warriors.
Lucid Eye Publications: The creation of The Brash Warriors
are intended for Blades & Souls, 'Kingdom of Lors', the more
medieval dark fantasy setting of the Blades & Souls universe.
It came to us in a dream!
The cross-pollination of all of our ranges is something that we
have seen a lot. People see uses in our figures, above and
beyond their function for Lucid Eye. It's all grist to the mill,
John. The proxy use of our miniatures is something we're
totally familiar with, as this happens when you release
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something to the public, people bring their own creativity to
it. It doesn't change the way we see it, or our application of it.
We fully expect this to be the case (expanding the range of
Brash Warriors). We're working on the variants as we speak.
Depending on how much mileage, time, and interest, along
with the usual commercial concerns. We will continue to do
them, as long as we are entertained by the ideas that we
have for them.

Further information on the N’kish-following Fiends, as well as
the complete Fiends Army List, can be found in the Shadows
of Centralis book, which is available for purchase via Amazon,
Gripping Beast Ltd, Diehard Miniatures, Lucid Eye
Publications, The Little Soldier Company, and Caliver Books.
Shadows of Centralis, out now!
Amazon: www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL
Gripping Beast Ltd: www.grippingbeast.co.uk
Diehard Miniatures: www.diehardminiatures.com
Lucid Eye Publications: www.lucideyepublications.com
The Little Soldier Company: www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk
Caliver Books: www.caliverbooks.com
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N’KISH (God of the Fiends)
“Through hoof and paw, through tooth and claw, the Fiends shall inherit
the Orb!” War cry of the Fiends.

N

’kish, often called the Beast God or Jackal God, bears
two faces, a man’s face to his front and a canine face
on the back. With his twisted body a sickening
amalgamation of beastly, demonic, and human aspects,
N’kish is a merciless and bloodthirsty god who inspires acts of
extreme violence among his animalistic followers.
Though he has two arms and two legs, N’kish moves as a
quadruped, walking upon all fours as he roams his ugly
palace which is strewn with gnawed bones and flesh-stripped
carcasses. Inherently evil, his dwelling is adorned with crude
and gruesome decoration, and the air is thick with the fetid
aroma of raw meat and excrement.
Surrounded by a menagerie of grotesque creatures, some
human, others half-human-half-beast with cloven hoofs,
webbed feet, rodent-like tails, and parodical wings, N’kish
governs his ethereal kingdom with a ferocious and
uncompromising temper. Seemingly devoid of empathy,
N’kish is one of the cruellest gods, whose ferocious nature is
imprinted onto the souls of his servants on the Orb, his
frenzied hatred courses through their veins.
Breathing dark life into a strange, enchanted horn, with an
intense bloodlust, the merciless N’kish takes enormous
pleasure from leading his loathsome spiritual servants in the
savage hunting of enslaved souls who suffer a perpetual cycle
of recurring death.
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OVERRUNNERS AND MORE: A TALK WITH BOB
NAISMITH (PART 2)
Bob Naismith is a veteran wargames miniatures sculptor and
designer whose career stretches back to 1976 and his time
with Wargames Publications Scotland. Following his two-year
stint with the Scottish wargames company, Bob moved onto
Naismith Design and Navwar, before embarking on close to a
decade-long association with Citadel Miniatures (Games
Workshop). He then briefly worked for Grenadier Models,
switching to a fully freelance role in 1990; a position he has
worked in for the past thirty years.
As a figure designer who is highly sought after, Bob’s clients
over the years have included Games Workshop, Milton
Bradley, Hasbro, Waddingtons, Bluebird Toys, Corgi,
Grenadier Models, ICI, White Wolf, Ares, Fireforge, Gripping
Beast, Old Glory, Victrix, Shmidtspieler, PECO, North Star
Military Figures, Battlefront, Wargames Atlantic, and many
other model figure companies. His most recent project
is Overrunners, a new independent venture which is
currently being supported by a Patreon campaign.
Being one of this magazine’s all-time favourite sculptors, it
was both a delight and privilege to catch up with one of the
true legends of fantasy, science fiction, and historical
miniatures sculpting, master of the Overrunners himself, Bob
Naismith.
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Each bearing the sculptor’s characterful and distinctive
design, we asked Bob to tell us a little more about his
Overrunners range of models, asking him about the different
races and factions covered and the inspiration behind them,
as well as asking what future plans Bob has in store for the
collection.
Bob Naismith: Oh gosh, loads! I see it as a resource that
gamers will be able to use to populate their adventures - so
I like to offer civilians, machines, settings, etc that can be
used as background flavour or as heroes. There are many
wonderful sculptors out there making stuff that is just
beautiful - I just want to be a part of that!
“My love, just like yours, is science fiction of all sorts – books, films,
figures, kits – you name it! The figures on this website are all my
own designs. They are intended for use in the 28-30mm games
environment, but they can very easily be printed to suit 15mm just
as well. I really hope you like them as much as I have enjoyed
making them. With your support I hope to continue making many
more. If you haven’t already done so, please look me up on
Patreon.com under Bob Naismith’s Overrunners.” Bob Naismith
(www.bobnaismith.com)

Borgs: The Borgs (in my world) are made as self-actuating
war machines that were made by Synth Enterprises.
Primarily intended for security and infiltration in
environments beyond normal tolerances. A cadre of Borg
that were inserted into the Kallistra IX system were infected
with a virus that undid their empathic and sympathetic
subroutines – since then they appear from time to time
unannounced and deadly. I see the Borg as a set of minis
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that I’ll expand into various filesets to equip them better for
the battlefield.

‘Overrunner Medic’. Copyright: Bob Naismith.
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Civ Tech and Civilians & Spacefarers: This is the catch all
category – I think of this as Central Casting for sci-fi minis –
say you want bar staff, or miners, or a gang of prisoners –
they are there! So, if I have a plan to make a fileset for a
small group of minis, I put them here – so much fun!

‘Overrunner Assault Jeip’. Copyright: Bob Naismith.

Dorff: The Dorff (which means village in German!) are a race
of humanoids who have evolved to cope with the extremes
of their home systems. Life on the planets of the Dorff is
hard, usually violent, and often short. Their outlook on life
is without beauty or romance, their music is atonal and
harsh, and their tolerance level is perilously low! There will
be more stuff for the Dorff in the autumn, I think!
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Drokhnai: Ah, the Drohknai – they shouldn’t even be here!
The dimensional rift that created a doorway from the
universe of the Drohknai and ours was only open for a short
time so thankfully their numbers were small – but they are
enough to cause chaos wherever they go. Their primary
needs are for energy sources of all kinds – so they will leave
a green planet devoid of life, a volcanic planet cold and
dark. There is a rumour that there is a small band of scitech
specialists who have specialised in tracking and dealing with
the Drohknai (known to them as Riftspawn).
Extras: This is where I put my greebles – crates – stuff that’s
not minis! Scatter terrain will go here.
Homokanis: I have a soft spot for the HK – evolved from a
gen edited planet that was abandoned for millennia, the
HomoKanis evolved further than their erstwhile creators
had planned – becoming intelligent after a fashion yet
retaining many of their prehistoric traits – tribal allegiance,
ferocity and, oh yes, they still have the most acute sense of
smell of any sentient race – so they will sniff you out
wherever you are – watch out for the HK bounty hunters!
Overrunners: This is where I began – I wanted to create a
set of minis with just believable weapons and equipment –
they don’t wield enormous guns and their proportions are
more closely related to our reality I believe. In our hobby
now many people draw their inspiration from many
different media as well as that of model soldiers – so, I’m
aiming to offer that to gamers if I can!
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‘Overrunners’ model. Copyright: Bob Naismith.

Overrunners and More: A Talk with Bob Naismith (Part 3) will
feature in next month’s (August 2022) of Shadows of
Centralis Monthly Magazine.
Meanwhile, to read an in-depth interview with Bob Naismith,
visit www.shadowsofcentralis.com and head to the
‘Interviews’ page.
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‘Overrunners’ model. Copyright: Bob Naismith.

Bob Naismith
Website: www.bobnaismith.com
Patreon: www.patreon.com/user?u=31502359
Facebook: www.facebook.com/bob.naismith
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THE LITTLE SOLDIER COMPANY: NEW RELEASES

Available to order directly from their website, The Little
Soldier Company have just released a trove of fantastic new
models. Produced in resin, the company’s Lamassu terrain
piece is a finely detailed model which lends itself easily to
many different wargames, including Shadows of Centralis.
All produced in metal, as is typically the standard with The
Little Soldier Company, their Vermin pre-order bundle
contains 8 Vermin infantry models, 3 command figures, a
Soulslayer, and Wraith. For Shadows of Centralis players, of
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particular interest may be the Soulslayer and Wraith figures,
which are well suited to Followers of the Eye and Undead
armies, respectively.
Especially well-suited for Shadows of Centralis players who
field Followers of the Eye armies is the release of another
Tenoch model from The Little Soldier Company. Sculpted by
the legendary Kevin Adams, the figure comes with a pike and
shield. Rounding off their month’s releases, The Little Soldier
Company’s Evil Toys collection, sculpted by Martin Buck, are
now available as individual pieces.

‘Lamassu – Assyrian Winged Bull’. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company.
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‘Evil Toys: Caterpillar’. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company.
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‘Tenoch Warriors with Pikes’. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company.

‘Vermin’. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company.
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‘Soulslayer’ and ‘Wraith’. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company.

One of the selected stockists of Shadows of Centralis, The
Little Soldier Company also have a special offer for all
purchases of the book, each copy comes with a free metal
Tenoch model sculpted by Kevin Adams. Full details of this
special offer can be found on The Little Soldier Company’s
website.
www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk/product/shadows-ofcentralis
The Little Soldier Company
Website: thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk Facebook:
www.facebook.com/TheLittleSoldierCompany
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HORROR FIENDS: PETER CUSHING
Along with his close friend and colleague Christopher Lee,
Peter Cushing is a name synonymous with the films and
works of ‘Hammer Horror’. Appearing in more than twenty of
Hammer Film Productions’ films, Peter Cushing established
himself as the recognisable face of characters such as Victor
Frankenstein and Doctor Van Helsing during the 1950’s –
1970’s. An enthusiastic fan of his work, Star Wars creator
George Lucas considered Peter Cushing the perfect choice to
play the role of Grand Moff Tarkin in the 1977 film; the
actor’s performance led to him being nominated for Saturn
Award’s Best Supporting Actor. Other notable film and
television appearances for Peter Cushing include Sherlock
Holmes, Space: 1999, Tales of the Unexpected, and The Great
Houdini.
Outside of his professional life, drawn to the calmness and
relaxing qualities of such hobbies, Peter Cushing enjoyed an
interest in ornithology, as well as holding a great
appreciation for the wider natural world, and was a keen
watercolourist, too. A lover of animals, Cushing was also an
active supporter of the Vegetarian Society, for whom he was
a proud patron. Meanwhile, another of his passions was the
collecting and painting of thousands of model soldiers; Peter
Cushing was a keen player of H.G. Well’s Little Wars, too. So
distraught was Cushing upon the premature death of his
beloved wife Helen in 1971, his escapist pastimes, along with
his close friendships with the likes of Christopher Lee,
brought the actor some much needed solace.
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“I always think of him as a chap who was before his time… he
wanted to open up the human body to see how it worked, so he
could put it together again. A nice little hobby, you know. The first
do-it-yourself…” Peter Cushing on the character Doctor
Frankenstein, speaking with Terry Wogan, BBC, 1988.

Peter Wilton Cushing was born in Surrey, England in 1913 to
parents George and Nellie. He also had a brother called
George who was three years his elder. Growing up in the
London areas of Dulwich and Purley, Cushing’s education saw
him attend a boarding school, Shoreham Grammar School, in
Shoreham-by-Sea, a coastal location in West Sussex. Plagued
with homesickness, Cushing’s time at Shoreham Grammar
School was brief as he returned home to attend Purley
County Grammar School. It was during his time at Purley
County Grammar School when Cushing’s interest in art and
acting fully crystalised, in no small part due to the support
and encouragement offered to him from one of the school’s
teachers, D.J. Davies. Aside from his interest in the more
creative lessons of his schooling, Cushing was also a keen
sportsman who excelled in rugby.
Following his time at Purley County Grammar School, though
he had been hoping to pursue a career in acting, under the
guidance of his father, Cushing entered into the role of a
surveyor’s assistant at the Coulsdon and Purley Urban District
Council. Here for three years, Cushing disliked the position
intensely, often preferring to secretly learn lines for various
amateur plays. In later life he reflected on his time with the
council in the following way, “… surveyor’s assistant was my
title, but I was really nothing more than a glorified office
boy.” Tenaciously, unperturbed by continual rejection,
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Cushing gained a scholarship at the Guildhall School of Music
and Drama, securing himself repertory theatre work in
Southampton. Then, with the one-way ticket purchased for
him by his father, with hopes of building his acting career,
Cushing headed for America. During his time here, Cushing
worked on films including The Man in the Iron Mask, A
Chump at Oxford, and Vigil in the Night.
During the outbreak of World War II, Cushing returned to the
United Kingdom. Unable to sign up for active military service
due to medical reasons, Cushing joined the Entertainments
National Service Association. Whilst touring with this group,
Cushing met dancer and actress Helen Beck, the two wed
soon afterwards. Over the years that followed, and
sometimes at a cost to his mental health, Cushing worked
tirelessly to progress his acting career. Notable television and
film projects for Cushing at this time include Pride and
Prejudice, Nineteen Eighty-Four, and The Black Knight.
“Home with Helen was something out of this world, and I mean that
literally. Absolutely wonderful.” Peter Cushing on homelife with his
wife Helen, speaking with the BBC, 1971.

Released in 1957, Hammer Film Productions’ The Curse of
Frankenstein, the British company’s first colour horror film,
catapulted Cushing into the international mainstream and
began the two-decade association between the actor and
‘Hammer Horror’. Centred around Frankenstein; or, The
Modern Day Prometheus by Mary Shelley, The Curse of
Frankenstein stars Cushing as Victor Frankenstein, and
Christopher Lee as the scientist’s experimental creation. An
immediate box office hit, this film was followed up The
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Revenge of Frankenstein, the first in a series of sequels, the
following year. With Cushing holding the role of Victor
Frankenstein in all but one of the films, such was the success
of Hammer’s Frankenstein-centred films, the company
released a total of seven pictures as part of their
‘Frankenstein series’.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1957: The Curse of Frankenstein
1958: The Revenge of Frankenstein
1964: The Evil of Frankenstein
1967: Frankenstein Created Woman
1969: Frankenstein Must Be Destroyed
1970: The Horror of Frankenstein (without Cushing)
1974: Frankenstein and the Monster from Hell

Promotional material for The Revenge of Frankenstein, 1958. Production
Company: Hammer Film Productions. Distributed by Columbia Pictures.
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Riding the wave of success garnered from The Curse of
Frankenstein, Hammer wasted no time in releasing the film’s
first sequel, The Revenge of Frankenstein, in 1958. This was
the same year in which the British film company released the
first picture of their ‘Dracula series’. While Christopher Lee
starred as Count Dracula in seven of Hammer’s nine ‘Dracula
films’, Cushing played the role of Doctor Van Helsing in five of
them.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1958: Dracula
1960: The Brides of Dracula
1966: Dracula: Prince of Darkness (without Cushing)
1968: Dracula Has Risen from the Grave (without
Cushing)
1970: Taste the Blood of Dracula (without Cushing)
1970: Scars of Dracula (without Cushing)
1972: Dracula A.D. 1972
1973: The Satanic Rites of Dracula
1974: The Legend of the 7 Golden Vampires

Holding an appreciation for Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and his
character Sherlock Holmes, Cushing brought to his
performance of the meticulous detective in Hammer’s 1959
film adaptation of Doyle’s The Hound of the Baskervilles a
well-researched authenticity. Also released in 1959, again
starring Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee, was Hammer’s
The Mummy.
In addition to his association with Hammer, Cushing also
worked on many other films and television programmes, too.
One of the other film companies who featured Cushing in
their productions was Amicus Productions. Similar in style to
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Hammer, Amicus’ films were typically horror pictures but
within a modern-day setting. Particular Amicus films of note,
and featuring Peter Cushing, are the pictures Dr. Terror’s
House of Horrors, The Skull, The House That Dripped Blood,
Tales from the Crypt, Asylum, And Now The Screaming Starts,
and Madhouse.
A collaboration between film production companies,
including Amicus, two Doctor Who films were released in the
mid-1960’s, Dr. Who and the Daleks, and Daleks’ Invasion
Earth 2150 A.D.; both featured Peter Cushing as Dr. Who.

Promotional material for Dr. Who & The Daleks, 1965. Production
Company: AARU Productions, BBC-TV Productions, Amicus Productions.
Distributed by Regal Films International.

In 1971, falling victim to emphysema, Cushing’s wife Helen
died. Such was his grief, on the evening of Helen’s death,
Cushing frantically ran up and down the stairs of their home
in a vain attempt to prompt a heart attack as he wished to be
with his departed wife. Cushing voiced publicly many times
that his life was over following Helen’s passing as he fell into
a deep, long-lasting depression. He later commented that he
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accepted any acting role offered to him following the death
of his wife, in an effort to keep busy and dark thoughts at
bay.
Outside of his acting career, Cushing had a number of other
interests, including ornithology, watercolours, and painting and
collecting model soldiers. A proud member of the Model Soldier
Society, such was Cushing’s enthusiasm for toy soldiers, he often
put them to use on the battlefield as he played games of H.G.
Wells’ Little Wars. Such was his interest, his collection of models
comprised of thousands of figures, some of which were sculpted
for him by the dynamic and much sought-after model-maker
Frederick Ping.

Though widely regarded as a ‘horror actor’, Cushing
considered himself slightly differently. In a 1973 interview
with the BBC, Cushing commented, “Horror to me is, say, a
film like the Godfather or anything to do with war… The films
that dear Christopher Lee and I do are really fantasy… I don’t
object to the word ‘horror,’ it’s just the wrong adjective.”
Released in 1977, the film Star Wars was a huge box office
success which made superstars of Mark Hamill, Harrison
Ford, and Carrie Fisher. In contrast to the mask-clad Darth
Vader, intended to give a human face to the dark villainy of
the Galactic Empire, Peter Cushing played the role of highranking officer Grand Moff Tarkin.
Over the next few years, continuing in his busy work
schedule, Cushing appeared in several films, including Shock
Waves, The Uncanny, The Standard, Son of Hitler, Arabian
Adventure, A Touch of the Sun, Misterio en la isla de los
monstruos (Mystery on Monster Island), and Black Jack.
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Promotional material for The Uncanny, 1977. Produced by Claude Heroux
and Rene Dupont, a Claude Heroux-Milton Subotsky production. Distributed
by The Rank Organisation, Astral Films.

In 1982, Cushing was diagnosed with prostate cancer and
was initially told that he was unlikely to live beyond the next
eighteen months, also that he may lose an eye which had
become greatly swollen due to a side-effect his condition.
Fortunately, his eye was not lost, and Cushing strove to
continue to live and work as normally as possible. Over the
next few years, Cushing appeared in various films and
television programmes, including House of the Long
Shadows, Top Secret! Sword of the Valiant, Biggles:
Adventures in Time, Tales of the Unexpected, Helen Keller:
The Miracle Continues, and The Masks of Death.
Growing increasingly frail, for years Cushing’s health had
been in decline. Then, in early-August 1994, Cushing entered
into a hospice in Canterbury, where, aged eighty-one, he
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passed away later that month. With a career that spanned six
decades, Cushing left behind a vast legacy with his
appearances in more than one hundred films, as well as
many television and radio programmes, in addition to his
stage performances. It is through his many recorded works
that Peter Cushing lives on as these capsules of time
transport the viewer to innumerable other worlds.

Portrait of Peter Cushing. Copyright: Ruth Moreira.
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: WEBSITE
From sample Army Lists to downloadable Magic Cards and
counters, the official Shadows of Centralis website is
regularly updated with special features which can be used to
further enhance your games of Shadows of Centralis. Here
you will also find further background information on each of
the game’s armies, as well as the other inhabitants of the
Orb. Visitors will also find reviews, hobby workshops, and
exclusive interviews with a number of personalities from the
wargaming world. Bringing together likeminded enthusiasts,
and offering a platform for their Shadows of Centralis
projects, the website also provides links to the game’s online
community.
Visit: www.shadowsofcentralis.com

‘Shieldmaiden Warlord’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd.
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: STOCKISTS
Complete with a foreword by Rick Priestley, along with
background information on the Orb and its inhabitants, the
gods who watch over the planet, fifteen army lists, and full
gaming rules, Shadows of Centralis is available for purchase
worldwide via Amazon.
www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL
The book can also be purchased from the specially selected
stockists listed below.
Gripping Beast Ltd
www.grippingbeast.co.uk/Shadows_Of_Centralis--product-6703.html
The Little Soldier Company
www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk/product/shadows-of-centralis
Diehard Miniatures
www.diehardminiatures.com/product/shadows-of-centralis-rulesbook
Lucid Eye Publications
www.lucideyepublications.com/shadows-of-centralis
Caliver Books
www.caliverbooks.com
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MODEL MANUFACTURERS
Shadows of Centralis can be played with models from any
manufacturer, below is a list of some of our favourites.
Diehard Miniatures
Website: www.diehardminiatures.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/DiehardMiniatures
Gripping Beast Ltd
Website: www.grippingbeast.co.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Gripping-Beast-196181460427546
Warlord Games
Website: www.warlordgames.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/warlordgames
Wargames Foundry
Website: www.wargamesfoundry.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/WargamesFoundry
Warmonger Miniatures
Website: www.warmongerminiatures.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/warmongerminiatures
Goblinmaster Limited
Website: www.goblinmaster.online
Facebook: www.facebook.com/goblinmasterlimited
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Lucid Eye Publications
Website: www.lucideyepublications.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/LucidEyePublications
Mantic
Website: www.manticgames.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/manticgames
Wargames Atlantic
Website: www.wargamesatlantic.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/wargamesatlantic
North Star Military Figures
Website: www.northstarfigures.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/northstarmilitaryfigures
Satyr Art Studio
Website: www.satyrartstudio.ecwid.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/satyrartstudio
The Little Soldier Company
Website: thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/TheLittleSoldierCompany
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Hobby craft suppliers
SylCreate
SylCreate, the online home of Sylmasta’s model making, resin
casting, craft, art and restoration products.
Website: www.sylcreate.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/SylCreate
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NEXT MONTH…
Shadows of Centralis Army Focus: Followers of the Eye
Horror Fiends: Christopher Lee
Model Manufacturers
Plus, interviews, reviews, hobby articles, and more…

For more information:
johnwombat.wordpress.com
www.shadowsofcentralis.com
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